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My IInspira
ation to T
Teach: IIt's excitiing for m
me to see studentss achieve their un
ntapped eeducation
nal poten
ntials.
Why
y I Chos
se Aspir
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ation to T
Teach: IIt's excitiing for m
me to see studentss achieve their un
ntapped eeducation
nal poten
ntials.
Why
y I Chos
se Aspir
re: I notiiced the iideals and values of Aspiree closely resemblled my beeliefs abo
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know and
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his world
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My IInspira
ation to T
Teach: I believe all studeents, regaardless of their baackgroun
nds, are eentitled to
o a high--quality eeducation
n. Teachiing allow
ws me to m
make a d
differencee in the
livess of my sttudents, ttheir fam
milies, an
nd their co
ommunities. I am
m inspired by my studentss and their potenttial to gro
ow acadeemically aand personally
Why
y I Chos
se Aspir
re: Whatt drew me to the A
Aspire Teeacher Reesidencyy program
m was thee compreehensiven
ness of th
he teacheer trainin
ng prograam. I havve a uniqu
ue opporrtunity
to learn from
m the diveerse back
kgroundss of my in
nstructorrs, mento
or teacherr, and peeers and tto apply what I am
m learnin
ng in thee classroo
om on a d
daily basiis. Everyyone at Asspire is
portive an
nd dedicated in h
helping sttudents rreach theeir full po
otential. I am exciited to bee part of tthe Aspirre familyy!
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My IInspira
ation to T
Teach: I teach to
o create ccuriosity and critiical think
king in ou
ur studen
nts. Classsrooms aare miniaature soccieties thaat ultimaately affecct our naation and
d world.
I want to preepare ourr students so that they aree equippeed to beco
ome expeerts and lleaders locally an
nd globally. Engag
ged, motivated, aand curious youth
h will pussh our citties,
ons, and species ccloser tow
wards a ffair, prod
ductive, aand conn
nected wo
orld socieety.
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Why
y I Chos
se Aspir
re: The A
ATR prog
gram is geared tow
wards peersonal grrowth so
o that I caan explorre my teaaching beefore I haave my ow
wn class.. I feel th
hat after I complette my
first year, I w
will have a solid fo
oundation
n of who
o I am as a teacherr and be able to aapply thatt to my o
own classsroom.
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Teach: W
What insspires mee to teach
h is a com
mmitmen
nt to give young p
people a ffair and eequal edu
ucation. I grew up
p in the in
nner cityy where th
here werre not
a lott of opporrtunities for advaancementt. Educattion was the only way out from ben
neath thee povertyy. I was fo
ortunate to have strong m
mentor fig
gures in m
my life, b
but there are
man
ny who do
o not and
d now I ccan be theere for th
hem.
Why
y I Chos
se Aspir
re: The fi
first time I walked
d into an Aspire cclassroom
m as a Gu
uest Teach
her I wass amazed
d. I loved
d how eacch classro
oom was draped iin collegee memorrabilia.
The “College for Certaain” prom
mise wass all around. Aspirre studen
nts were differentt, their teeachers w
were diffeerent, thee school aatmosph
here was d
differentt. I knew this is wh
here I
was meant to
o be.

Corian Po
Residency Placement: 1st Grade, Aspire Capitol Heights Academy
Mentor: Mercedes Lopez
Hometown: Grass Valley/Nevada City, CA
Undergraduate University: UC Davis
Degree Earned: BA in Dramatic Arts
My Inspiration to Teach: There is nothing more exciting to me than guiding growing minds as they explore and begin to make sense of the world around them! There
is nothing more fulfilling to me than instilling in children a love of learning that will keep them curious and invested in their educations throughout their lives!
Why I Chose Aspire: In a society where disenfranchisement begins with educational inequality, Aspire’s aim to help underserved students build the best possible
foundations for their lives mirrors my own. I feel that the Residency program will set me up to succeed through the combination of rigorous coursework and the chance to
immediately apply what I am learning under the guidance of a master teacher.

Daniel Shapiro
Residency Placement: 7th/8th Grade Humanities, Aspire ERES Academy
Mentor: Amy Youngman
Hometown: Newburgh, NY
Undergraduate University: Brandeis University
Degree Earned: BA in Politics
Graduate University: Institute of Social Studies
Degree Earned: MA in Development Studies
Graduate University: Central European University
Degree Earned: MA in Public Policy
My Inspiration to Teach: The most influential people in my life have been my teachers; I can still look back at my middle school and high school teachers and trace
their influence on my personal and professional goals. Successful education is the link between students’ dreams and achieving successes. I aim to be the catalyst that
builds bridges, inspires passion, and produces the foundation for students to reach existing goals and set even higher ones. I believe that every student should have the
agency to be on her/his own ever-rising trajectory of self-improvement, exploration, and access to affecting the change that originates within their hearts and minds.
Teachers have a responsibility to empower students along this trajectory, and that is my primary motivation and inspiration to teach.
Why I Chose Aspire: When a friend told me about the ATR program, I realized it was the exact mix of in-class teacher training & support, master’s education, and
credentialing procedures that I wanted for my own career preferences. I didn’t want to go back to school full-time, and I knew that I didn’t have the prior teaching
experience to step into a classroom by myself. Aspire’s focus on student achievement creates a rigorous academic environment with objectively high standards—both in
the classroom for students and for every Aspire employee. The more people from Aspire I talked with, the clearer it became that the ATR program best fit my personal
goal to become a teacher in the classroom with the ideal support structure and training program. I was able to speak with current/former residents and mentors, and their
unanimous enthusiasm confirmed my inclination to join ATR. Aspire’s resident model is perfectly tailored to the demands in your individual classroom, the master’s
program, and the credentialing so that all three are manageable. I am extremely excited to begin this journey!

Daniel Wolfe
Residency Placement: 2nd Grade, Aspire Vincent Shalvey Academy
Mentor: Lindsay Fena
Hometown: Newton, MA
Undergraduate University: Rhodes College
Degree Earned: BA in Anthropology/Sociology
My Inspiration to Teach: I am inspired to teach because I believe that through education, we can open our eyes to new ideas and diverse thinking that will bring out a
passion in children, who hope to make their dreams a reality.
Why I Chose Aspire: I was drawn to this particular program because of Aspire’s focus on socio-economically disadvantaged students and the guidance they provide to
their students, so that these children can achieve their highest hopes, just as much as other students. I was also excited to learn that Aspire is branching out into Memphis
in 2013. Having gone to a college in Memphis, I am determined to return to the city to help provide the high-quality education that Aspire has delivered to its California
students.

Danielle Soto
Residency Placement: 2nd Grade, Aspire Huntington Park Charter School
Mentor: Dea Inguito
Hometown: Whittier, CA
Undergraduate University: UC Irvine
Degree Earned: BA in Public Health Policy, Minor in Educational Studies
My Inspiration to Teach: I am inspired to teach because I love helping others. Teachers can help students discover their passion and talents and really help them grow
as individuals. I want to make a positive impact in my students’ lives and help them achieve their full potential.
Why I Chose Aspire: I love the population that Aspire serves. Aspire has done so much to help low-income students, and their data shows how successful they have
been. The entire Aspire team is so hardworking and compassionate, and I love being a part of that strong commitment to helping students succeed.

Danita Thomson
Residency Placement: 3rd Grade, Aspire Summit Charter Academy
Mentor: Jeff Griffith
Hometown: Modesto, CA
Undergraduate University: CSU Chico
Degree Earned: BA in Business Administration, concentration in International Business
My Inspiration to Teach: I have always enjoyed working with people, but I am especially happy when I have the opportunity to work with young people. Students have
a bright perspective on life that is refreshing and contagious. Spending my days with them is not only energizing, it is rewarding.
Why I Chose Aspire: I found Aspire when I was researching schools for my own children to attend and I was drawn to the emphasis placed on the child and setting
them up for success in life. Aspire teaches using proven methods that inspires all types of learning styles while developing them to be life-long learners. When I discovered
the Aspire Teacher Residency program I was thrilled with the prospect of becoming a part of such an innovative teaching organization. I believe that Aspire is the best
place for me and my children to grow and learn to our maximum potentials.
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What insspires mee to teach
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ation to T
Teach: I am insp
pired to tteach by the kids and theirr families. All of m
my past eexperiencces with studentss have en
nriched m
my life. Th
his careeer is difficcult,
but g
getting th
he opporrtunity to
o make a differencce in my student’ss lives makes it ab
bsolutelyy worth itt.
I am
m also insp
pired by all the am
mazing tteachers II’ve had. They heelped opeen up thee world fo
or me and
d it was tthrough tthem thaat I fell in
n love witth learnin
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pe that I ccan do
the ssame for my futurre studen
nts!
Why
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o is affiliaated with
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n true Asp
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ked into o
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guided, rreal-timee practicee in teach
hing. Thiss year will lay a grreat foun
ndation fo
for what I hope wiill be a liffelong caareer in eeducation
n!

Jennifer Sirkus
Residency Placement: Kindergarten, Aspire Junior Collegiate Academy
Mentor: Maria Vizcaino
Hometown: Sonoma, CA
Undergraduate University: Pitzer College
Degree Earned: BA in Sociology
My Inspiration to Teach: I think there is no better way to give back than to become part of the teaching and learning process! I am from a community where a very
small percentage of my peers excelled in school and I have therefore grown up with a personal goal to reverse that trend. I also find teaching to be exciting, invigorating,
and awe-inspiring. I can’t imagine doing anything else!
Why I Chose Aspire: I love that Aspire holds ALL of its students accountable! Aspire leaves no child behind, ensuring that each and every student has access to college.
Aspire students are taught that they matter and anything is possible! I was drawn to the residency program because I am a hands-on learner, and I wanted to be able to
teach while simultaneously learning the theory behind teaching in graduate school. Aspire gives its residents the best of both worlds!

Lia O’Neale
Residency Placement: 8th Grade Algebra, Aspire Centennial College Preparatory Academy
Mentor: Juan Enriquez
Hometown: Las Vegas, NV
Undergraduate University: UC Berkeley
Degree Earned: BA in English Literature, Minor in Dramatic Arts
My Inspiration to Teach: I believe that education is transformative. Many students come into math class believing that they are "no good at it." Often, however,
students only need guidance to find the path that best suits their learning style and needs to unlock their true talents and skills. The look students get on their faces when
they understand a concept they never thought they could is addictive, and that look is what inspires me to teach.
Why I Chose Aspire: I have worked as an instructor for after-school classes prior to joining Aspire, and I often felt isolated. I saw my colleagues only twice a year, and
interacted with my manager mostly via email. I love the supportive community and interaction at Aspire. Also, with the Aspire residency program, I will be working with
an experienced, expert teacher every day, with feedback I can put into immediate practice. I want to be the best teacher I can be for my students, and Aspire will help me
reach that goal.

Luz Escalante
Residency Placement: 6th/7th Grade Humanities, Aspire Vanguard College Preparatory Academy
Mentor: Margaret Prelle
Hometown: Inglewood, CA
Undergraduate University: UC Davis
Degree Earned: BA in Philosophy, Minor in Education
My Inspiration to Teach: My biggest inspiration to teach is the opportunity to serve students of diverse backgrounds in an environment that is both challenging and
engaging. If I can instill a love of life-long learning in my students, I know I’ve done my job.
Why I Chose Aspire: What I like most about Aspire is their mission of College For Certain and the commitment to doing what works. Being part of a team that is
constantly challenged and raising the standard is a chance I would not pass up!

Marcy Rosner
Residency Placement: 10-12th Grade History, Aspire California College Preparatory Academy
Mentor: Ryan Grow
Hometown: Tallahassee, FL
Undergraduate University: UC Berkeley
Degree Earned: BA in Ethnic Studies, Minor in Education
My Inspiration to Teach: The powerful hope that one day quality education will be accessible to every student regardless of race and class.
Why I Chose Aspire: Aspire has a by any means necessary educational model that is unfortunately incredibly unique in education.

Mia Costello
Residency Placement: 7th/8th Grade English, Aspire Berkley Maynard Academy
Mentor: Rosario Parra
Hometown: Millbrae, CA
Undergraduate University: UC Davis
Degree Earned: BA in International Relations and Women and Gender Studies, Minor in Education
My Inspiration to Teach: I am inspired to teach because I feel that that in the United States, access to quality education is the defining civil rights issues of our time. I
believe that the classroom is a space where incredible transformation can occur and I feel that it is our responsibility as educators to not only to push our kids to achieve
their potential but also to recognize their power to be agents of change in our communities.
Why I Chose Aspire: I believe that this program stands out for the way that it looks at the training of urban educators as a quality long-term investment, giving us
incredible training and offering us significant support in the classroom. But more than anything, I am drawn to the ATR for the opportunity it gave me to teach and serve
students in the Bay Area, where I was born and raised. I am proud of what we do and I know that not only are we building a better schools, but we are building better
communities and in our small way, we are building a better world.

Rachel White
Residency Placement: 9-12th Grade Science, Aspire California College Preparatory Academy
Mentor: Jai David
Hometown: San Antonio, TX
Undergraduate University: University of Texas at San Antonio
Degree Earned: BS in Biology
My Inspiration to Teach: I’m inspired by the fact that as a teacher I have the potential to make a difference in my students’ lives by providing them with a wellrounded foundation that will impact their futures.
Why I Chose Aspire: I was drawn to the Aspire Teacher Residency program because they expect excellent teachers for all their students and are willing to provide the

tools and resources necessary to make sure not only each student reaches their maximum potential but each teacher as well.

Saumirah McWoodson
Residency Placement: 2nd Grade, Aspire Port City Academy
Mentor: Ashley Sen
Hometown: Dublin, CA
Undergraduate University: University of the Pacific
Degree Earned: BA in Psychology
My Inspiration to Teach: I am inspired to teach because I am passionate about education and love working with children and young people. Working as an educator is
extremely rewarding to me, and I feel fortunate to have found my calling in the field of education.
Why I Chose Aspire: I believe that education is a gateway to freedom, opportunity, and choice, and that high quality education should be available to everyone. Aspire’s
mission to provide excellent education to students in underserved communities, develop effective educators, and to create large-scale change in America’s public schools
drew me to the residency program.

Shea Nairn
Residency Placement: 3rd Grade, Aspire Antonio Maria Lugo Academy
Mentor: Megan Monaghan
Hometown: Humble, TX
Undergraduate University: University of North Dakota
Degree Earned: BA in Communications
My Inspiration to Teach: In any job I do, I am always driven by a strong desire to give people exactly what they need to be successful. Within teaching, I want to give
students the tools they need so they can face future challenges with confidence, knowing that they have what it takes to reach their goals.
Why I Chose Aspire: I was initially drawn to Aspire because I was impressed by the work they were doing to change the future paths of kids in urban areas. As I learned
more, I knew I wanted to be a part of an organization where everyone is working toward the same goal. I like that Aspire is always evaluating its practices and seeking
positive change. I was drawn to the Residency program because I wanted to be well-prepared to step into the classroom. I’d heard of too many people signing up for other
urban teaching programs only to be left with little support, leading to burnout and frustration. However, the strong support, constant feedback, and overall goal of
excellence that accompany the Aspire Residency program drew me in.

Susan Summerfield
Residency Placement: 1st Grade, Aspire ERES Academy
Mentor: Claire Hawley
Hometown: Grover Beach, CA
Undergraduate University: Mills College
Degree Earned: BA in Child Development
My Inspiration to Teach: I am inspired to teach because I am passionate about education and love working with children and young people. Working as an educator is
extremely rewarding to me, and I feel fortunate to have found my calling in the field of education.
Why I Chose Aspire: I believe that education is a gateway to freedom, opportunity, and choice, and that high quality education should be available to everyone. Aspire’s
mission to provide excellent education to students in underserved communities, develop effective educators, and to create large-scale change in America’s public schools
drew me to the residency program.

Tiarra Netter
Residency Placement: Kindergarten, Aspire Capitol Heights Academy
Mentor: Elizabeth Boyer
Hometown: Oroville, CA
Undergraduate University: CSU Chico
Degree Earned: BA Liberal Studies, Minor in Special Education
My Inspiration to Teach: I love kids; working with them allows me to be me….”a big kid at heart!”
I love making connections and building rapport with the students and their families.
Why I Chose Aspire: I love the “College for Certain” motto Aspire has taken on. It is important to expose children to the benefits a college education can provide early
on. With Aspire, the question is not, “Will I go to college?”, but rather, “Which college will I go to?” My daughter has attended Aspire Schools since 2nd grade and I fell in
love with the highly structured, individualized educational opportunities available here. The residency model attracted me because it puts you in the classroom from day
one with an amazing, experienced expert teacher who is willing to share their best practices and support you as you learn and grow from them.

Tonia Arevalo
Residency Placement: Kindergarten, Aspire Vincent Shalvey Academy
Mentor: Diana Puccio
Hometown: Lockeford, CA
Undergraduate University: CSU Sacramento
Degree Earned: BA in Liberal Studies
My Inspiration to Teach: The kids! I enjoy working with children and helping them to achieve their goals. It makes me feel good knowing that I am having a positive
impact on today’s youth.
Why I Chose Aspire: I like that Aspire is giving kids, who might not otherwise have the chance, the opportunity to create a pathway for themselves to college.
There were many things that drew me to the ATR program, but the biggest would be the opportunity to work beside a mentor teacher for an entire year in the classroom. I
feel that this is an invaluable experience to work with a seasoned teacher and learn all I can so that when I do acquire my own classroom I will be prepared and supported.

Valerie Valdez
Residency Placement: 1st Grade, Alexander Twilight College Preparatory Academy
Mentor: Tawna Turner
Hometown: Livingston, CA
Undergraduate University: UC Berkeley
Degree Earned: BA in Sociology
My Inspiration to Teach: I teach because it makes me happy! I have worked at Alexander Twilight prior to starting the residency, and I can't begin to explain how
much joy the students there have given me. I feel that they have taught me so much. The fact that I get to work with children, in the supportive, inspiring environment at
Alexander Twilight is something I feel incredibly fortunate to do. I am also very inspired by my colleagues at ATCPA; I feel that observing their practices was a huge part
of my decision to become a teacher.
Why I Chose Aspire: The residency program is amazing; I truly feel that there is no better way to become a teacher. Working toward my master’s and credential while
being in the classroom is something I find invaluable. I love that I will have the opportunity to take what I’ve learned and immediately put it into practice in the classroom.
I also love the mentor aspect of the program; I will be working with an awesome teacher this year, and I’m very excited to learn from her. I love Aspire because I feel that I
will always be learning here; I want to work somewhere where I am inspired and challenged to grow, and I feel Aspire is a great place for that.

